The EUROPEAN TABLE TENNIS UNION in cooperation with the FRENCH TABLE TENNIS ASSOCIATION invites all European coaches to the ETTU Annual Coaching Conference, which will be held in Paris (France), 22 – 24 October 2018.

ETTU Annual Coaching Conference is part of the ITTF/ETTU Development Program and it is primarily intended for all European coaches, but coaches from other continents are welcome too.

**Topics - Schedule**

- “New approach of technique and tactics in table tennis” - (22 Oct 16:00 – 19:00 – 1st session and 23 Oct 9:00 – 12:00 – 2nd session) – **Liu Yan Jun**
- “The main guideline in the development of young players 14-18 years old ” - (23 Oct 15:00 – 19:00) – **Mikael Andersson**
- “Neurophysiological determinants of visuomotor reaction time in table tennis” – 24 Oct 9:00 – 12:00) - **Prof. Dr. Andreas Mierau & Dr. Thorben Huelsduenker**

**Lecturers**

- **Liu Yan Jun (AUT), Mikael Andersson (SWE), Prof. Dr. Andreas Mierau (GER) & Dr. Thorben Huelsduenker (GER)**

**Venue and Accommodation:**

INSEP Paris

11, Avenue du Tremblay Paris – France

**Costs:**

For 1 coach per National Association the full costs (full board and lodging, pick up from Paris airport or train station) in double occupancy will be covered by ETTU. (Associations wishing to enter more coaches shall indicate clearly who is the one to be covered by ETTU.)

Note: The number of single rooms is limited and the difference of price has to be paid by the participants in advance.
Additional coaches are of course be warmly welcome - the price for the whole stay is:

**Full board and lodging in single occupancy:** EUR 130 / day / person

**Full board and lodging in double occupancy:** EUR 120 / day / person

Hospitality starts with lunch or dinner and ends with breakfast or lunch.

**Payment**

The payment for participants not covered by ETTU shall be transferred directly to the account of the French Table Tennis Association not later than **14th October 2018** or it is possible to pay in cash upon arrival.
Credit card payment upon arrival will **not** be accepted.

**Bank Details:**

ASSOC. FEDERATION FRANCAISE DE TENNIS DE TABLE  
BIC Code: AGRI FRPP882  
IBAN: FR76 1820 6000 6965 0245 3154 008

**Visa:**

If you need VISA to enter France, please send your request for invitation letter with copy(ies) of scanned passport(s) not later than **14th September 2018** to:

Jacquet-Yquel Rozenn - in charge for INSEP training centre (rozenn.jacquet-yquel@insep.fr)

**Entry:**

Entries and wishes for accommodation shall be sent not later than:

**Friday, 28th September 2018**

by e-mail to:

- FRA TTA – Rozenn Jacquet-Yquel – in charge for INSEP training centre (rozenn.jacquet-yquel@insep.fr) with cc. to
- ETTU administration - Zita Pidl, Project Consultant (zpidl.ettu@gmail.com)
Program

**Monday, 22 Oct**
Arrival at Insep. Check in from 13:00
16:00 – 19:00  „New approach of technique and tactics in table tennis (1st session - Liu Yan Jun)
20:00 Dinner

**Tuesday, 23 Oct**
09:00 – 12:00 „New approach of technique and tactics in table tennis (2nd session - Liu Yan Jun)
12:30 Lunch
15:00 – 19:00 „The main guideline in the development of young players 14-18 years old “ (Mikael Andersson)
20:00 Dinner

**Wednesday, 24 Oct**
09:00 – 12:00 „Neurophysiological determinants of visuomotor reaction time in table tennis”
(Prof. Dr. Andreas Mierau & Dr. Thorben Huelsduenker)
12:30 Lunch and departure

Questions:
Concerning accommodation, venue organization and payment:

- FRA TTA - Rozenn Jacquet-Yquel - in charge for INSEP training centre
  (rozenn.jacquet-yquel@insep.fr)

Concerning technical program and participation:

- ETTU – Neven CEGNAR Development Manager
  (ncegnar@gmail.com)

WELCOME TO INSEP-FRANCE!

Neven Cegnar
ETTU Development Manager